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Spring/Summer 2017
Newsletter
Dear Members and Friends of the Mill Reef Club,
Trustees:
Jim Lewis, Chair
Fuller Cowles
Ann Dalby
Lucy Dayton
Suzanne Huebsch
Musette Morgan
Barrie Pickering
Wendy Shattuck
Sloan Simmons

Whether we have vacationed here for only a few years or for decades, we are
acutely aware that we are mere guests, lucky to have landed here and to have
been embraced by our island hosts. With that in mind, the Mill Reef Fund was
founded some 68 years ago to give back, where “beyond the gates” much of the
island is severely challenged.
Please read on to see just a few of the ways your donations have been put to
good use. We are very grateful for your generosity, but we need your help to
continue to make a positive impact on a wide range of worthy causes and where
the needs are so stark and compelling. We know the Fund makes a difference,
quietly but most definitely.
For all you need to know about the Fund’s work, go to our website at
www.millreeffund.org. And follow our Facebook page for current news.
We have enclosed a donor envelope for your convenience. Remember that every
donation makes a difference, regardless of size. Whatever you can give would be
much appreciated.
Gratefully,

The original wall, painted by the renowned artist Wyland to promote the protection of the marine environment
and the marine mammals of the sea as well as clean water. The wall was rejuvenated recently as described below.
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"The more you read, the more you know" - Dr. Seuss

Can you imagine a school without books? Sadly, there are many
schools in Antigua & Barbuda with few books or dated, overly-used
editions that are of no interest to students. The Mill Reef Fund has a
longstanding commitment to improve literacy in Antigua. Hands
Across the Sea, an organization devoted to delivering books to
primary schools across the Caribbean, partners with the Fund and
has helped us to outfit 24 school libraries with thousands of books,
furniture, shelves, computers, reference materials and literacy
software. This would not be possible without your support.
Happy TN Kirnon kids with their new books
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Reading is Fun with Lexia Learning Software at Pares Primary
Lexia Learning is research-validated, phonics-based software for
students with reading & learning issues. It enables students to work
at their own pace via an engaging and motivating online experience.
Students are automatically placed at the proper reading level and
work independently online to develop their reading skills. Lexia's
program identifies students’ skill gaps, generates performance
measures, and provides teachers with recommended materials for
individualized learning. The Fund has provided several literacy
centers with software licenses and internet connectivity.
Pares Primary is a standout example of the program’s potential.
Pares’ students in the Lexia program have improved reading scores
from below grade level to well above. And the kids love it! It has
transformed their reading experience! They are going to school early
to wait for Reading Specialist Mrs. Roberts, and they are using their
breaks to work online. Mrs. Roberts reports that there are also more
kids in the school library (equipped by Hands Across the Sea and
underwritten by the Fund). She believes this trend is directly related
to the Lexia computer lab and to the accessibility of library books.
Reading & learning have become fun! And for the teachers, being
able to identify the specific needs of each student from Lexia’s
performance reports is invaluable.

Pares Primary made it to the
final rounds of the National
Spellbound competition. Next
year, Pares intends to win. With
reading Specialist Mrs. Roberts,
the sky is the limit!
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Let Antigua Shine
Children ranging in age from 4 to 17 years
gathered to give the Wyland Wall a fresh, new
look. With buckets of paint and a commitment to
protecting the ocean and its beloved creatures,
energy and enthusiasm ruled the day. The Mill
Reef Fund was proud to be the major sponsor of
this project.
Let Antigua Shine is the motto of a nonprofit
organized to identify beautification projects and
raise awareness of the plight of the oceans and
marine life that make Antigua & Barbuda so
beautiful.
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GARD: Getting Antiguans into the Workplace

To a tourist, Antigua offers a sparkling blue ocean, white sandy
beaches and sunny days to relax and get away. To too many
Antiguans, it often is a country plagued with poverty and food
insecurity. 22% of the population has only a primary school
education and 21% live in households below the poverty line.
It is in this context that the Gilbert Agricultural & Rural
Development Center (GARD) has existed for 27 years. GARD
caters to at-risk youth, single parents, and women. Originally,
students learned agriculture-related occupations. Now, as a
result of a changing economy, GARD has re-invented itself
into a comprehensive, full-time vocational school, offering
courses in information technology, business administration,
construction, hospitality, yacht maintenance, handicraft,
agriculture and many others. There are more applications than
there are seats in the classrooms, a testament to GARD’s
growing success.
GARD’s job placement office aims to provide well-trained and
thoroughly screened graduates to employers in various
industries. In addition to vocational training, students take
courses in life skills that build positive work ethic, high
standards of conduct, communication, problem solving, and
conflict management. Through the years, over 4,000 students
have graduated from GARD with over 55% becoming
employed within 6 months of graduation.
The Mill Reef Fund has supported GARD for 6 years.

GARD also runs a summer camp for
children called Camp GROW, an acronym
for “Gaining a Respect for the Outdoors and
our World”.
Nature becomes the classroom for children as they
swap pen and paper for seeds and watering cans,
discovering first-hand how they can make a difference
in the world. Camp GROW gathers children at their
Nature Center to cultivate an appreciation for the
natural world. Campers plant seeds and watch them grow, find crafty ways to reduce waste by
making plastic bag friendship bracelets, and recycle glass mosaics. They also get up close and
personal with honey bees and Antiguan racer snakes in their natural habitat. Meanwhile, the
campers are developing team leadership and critical thinking skills as they push themselves to
try new things and to work as a team.
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Playing to Inspire
Bravos, cheers, and standing ovations
was the audience's response to the
musical performance of the talented,
BBC-acclaimed Kanneh-Mason family
following their rendition of classical and
contemporary music at the Club on
March 22. This was not surprising as
each of the musicians, aged 7 to 22
years, is extraordinary; Sheku KannehMason has been called the most
promising cellist in the entire world!

Sheku

Kanneh-Masons, High Commissioner

The evening at Mill Reef was the kickoff of the young musicians'
Karen-Mae Hill, friends, Fund Trustees
amazing, fantastic, inspiring musical tour of Antigua, their
ancestral home. Most significantly, over the course of 6 days,
they performed 2 to 3 times a day before 3,095 school children from 46 schools, a major tour de force
culminating in a standing room only audience of at least 1,000 Antiguans at Spring Gardens Moravian
Church in St. John's on March 24. At the urging of the Governor
General and the High Commissioner, and with the generous
support of Ralph and Ala Isham, the Mill Reef Fund paid for the
family's round trip airfare from London. Others around the island
also pitched in for an event that exceeded expectations and took
the island by storm. By all accounts, the tour more than achieved
its educational purpose — to encourage Antiguan school children
to pursue classical and other genres of musical expression. To
continue the momentum and enthusiasm, this coming summer
the Mill Reef Fund will underwrite scholarships so that 10 children
Moravian Church Performance
can attend classical music camp.
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The Gift of Sight
After three surgeries at New York Eye and Ear, this beautiful baby is
being discharged and sent home to Antigua where he will be monitored
by his original doctor and advocate, Dr. Jillia Bird. This could only have
been possible by your generous giving and the funds donated in
memory of Sir Henry C.M. Bodmer. Sadly, there are many more infants
whose paths in life can be dramatically improved by expensive
treatments or procedures unavailable in Antigua & Barbuda. Please
consider giving so we can continue to make a true difference. A little
goes a very long way!
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The Mill Reef Fund is honored to be your connection to those in
need in Antigua. Many thanks for your thoughtful giving.
!
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Please visit our website www.millreeffund.org
to give online or mail your check to our new bank address:
Mill Reef Fund, JP Morgan Chase Bank, Dept. 781682
PO Box 78000, Detroit, MI 48278-1682, USA.
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